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To the ANC 1D it is very sad the way some member of this ANC is acting regarding our petition for 
a loading zone some of you have even got near to attack us fiscally even thought that we have 
been respectful to you all .regarding dos gringos signature it was my understanding that the 
general manager signed the petition and by law the general manager in the absence of the owner 
he can make the decision for the business in the absence of the owner and is legally binding. 
Personally I regret that we have that signature in our petition specially knowing that some ANC 
members would feed on it but you have to understand that we are not doing this for pleasure but 
for a business need. Going forward since that some of you don’t believe that these signatures are 
legitimate we invite you all to walk with us to all of this business and confirm that these businesses 
really support the loading zone. Regarding the petition signature we handed it to commissioner 
jack McKay on march the 2nd informal meeting at front of all the commissioner present we were 
surprised that he didn’t mention them in any of ANC 1D meeting when our case was brought it up 
to let the attendees or the other commissioners know that we had the other business support for 
the loading zone  in the petition he had these signature in his possession for over month until we 
requested back on April 6th also we were thinking that given the concern that some commissioner 
have expressed for parking loose by adding one more loading zone to serve two blocks would this 
commissioner support to recommend DDOT to spread the 5 loading zone that are in the 3200 
block of mount pleasant  spread them to the 3000 and to 3100 block so that the 3200 block can 
have more parking because we need more loading zone in our block because most of our 
customer come in by walking biking or using public transportation and the loading zone will serve 
the service people and  deliveries also the musician will benefit big because they are getting big 
ticket some times for $100  $500 even $1000 for using the bus stop for loading and unloading their 
instrument  and if the ANC1D doesn’t care for this people  that they are barely making  few backs 
by playing at our restaurant that usually is for fundraising then who are you willing to help ?this 
people need your help and you are not going to lose money  by supporting the loading zone 
instead by supporting it you are helping many people and many businesses get relief and  if we get 
the 5 loading zone that already exist in the 3200 block of mount pleasant to be spread to the lent 
of mount pleasant no body lose it will be business wise decision by this ANC  so please don’t take 
our petition as a insult to the ANC we are just following the due process we want to be 
transparent to our community by attending and requesting support from the ANC and we are not 
asking this ANC to do anything illegal we are asking to do the right thing  so please don’t try to do 
this process to be more difficult. you most know that we will get this loading zone even if we have 
to suit people in mount pleasant  people that are interfering with due process by abusing  their 
position  in government office  thank you all  

Hydee and Mario  

 


